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INTRODUCTION
This report describes the sensitometric characteristics of Kodak
Color Negative Film Type 2445 with processing in a 1411 Versamat
with Kodak Aero-Neg. Color Process Chemicals. These characteristics
were determined for various combinations of machine speed, pre-
hardener temperature, and ist. developer temperature.
TEST PROCEDURES
1. Process one 2445 sensitometric strip in the color negative
process for each of the following conditions:
First Developer Temperature Machine Speed
960 F 5, 5.5, 6, 6.4, 7, 7.5 fpm
980F 5, 5.5, 6, 6.4, 7, 7.5 fpm
1000F 5, 5.5, 6, 6.4, 7, 7.5 fn
1020F 5, 5.5, 6, 6.4, 7, 7.5 fpm
104 F 5, 5.'5, 6, 6.4, 7, 7.5 fpm
Prehardner Temperature Machine Speed
96F 5, 5.5, 6, 6.4, 7, 7.5 fpm
100OF 5, 5.5, 6, 6.4, 7, 7..5 fpm
.104 F 5, 5.5, 6, 6.4, 7, 7.5 fpm
This will result in the following matrix of sensitometric strips.
MACHINE SPEEDS
Q) 41
5 5.5 6 6.4 7 7.5
0 96 °
1 . .. ..980..P  ".._.. . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _




98 X X X X X X
100 100 X X X. X X X
102 X X X X X X




1 0 4 0 .... ...................... . .......... ................. .




Due to the nature of the test, the results are reported as a
series of D Log E curves which can be found in the Appendix.
Table I provides a listing of the tresults for critical para-
meters including, base plus fog, AFS speed, red-green
separation, and blue-green separation at 1.0 density and the
density range between base plus fog and the 21st step. These
same parameters are shown graphically in Figures 1-5.
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BASE AFS FOR ABSOLUTE RED-GREEN GREEN-BLUE VISUAL 6D
PLUS RELATIVE LOG E 7.17 SEPARATION SEPARATION STEP STEP 21
FOG SPEED POINT 5500 0K 1/50sec AT 1.0 D AT 1.0 D 21 BASE + FOG
PROCESS AFS SPEED
100/104/7 .22 .68 212 .07 .41 2.48 2.26
100/104/7.5 .19 .74 185 .28 .39 2.34 2.15
104/100/5 .28 .59 261 .06 .41 2.65 2.37
104/100/5.5 .23 .64 * 232 .06 .41 2.50 2.27
104/100/6 .20 .72 193 .07 .44 2.35 2.15
104/100/6.4 .18 .79 ' 164 .08 .42 2.22 2.04
104/100/7 .18 .85 143 .08 .43 2.12 1.94
104/100/7.5 .17 .83 150 .09 .39 2.11 1.94
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APPENDIX
-C C-22 10 0u
DATE L 7. CONTROLI o TASK .ITT-;9 PREPARED BY ,
FILM 44 EMULSION MFG -R., 'o. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA :PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1-B PROCESSOR 1i111 INSTRUMENT T beth SPEED )
ILLUMINANT 250 IK CHEMISTRY_. TYPE T 20H D-MA
TIME _ - .SE.C Ec.SPEED- '' TAN KS5 .. PMI APERTURE SIZE 4 ,GAMMA . .
FILTER 5l). 2. TEMP F . 'TIME 
__ FILTER ViSL : BASE f FOG"
1 $ 5 " :'.7. 9 • : " .11 " • 13: 15 .7 " 19 21CHEMICAL .
ANALYSIS -4. ,--- T 4.0
.3SP 8R 8 3.8
3.6 3--. .6pH
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.3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.5 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0T71-21 u.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTIN OFFICF_ 197-7-7_7c-_-q/ 1 --
U-22 IUu)
'DATE L.juL.2 72 .CONTROL I Preh .. 96 0 TASK- HT-59 .. PREPARED BY
FILM 24- EMULSION I F 7 C MFG -,._ -. '," .. EXPIRATION DATE __
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRYSENSITOMETER 1 PROCESSOR 1411 STRUMENT cbeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT '22O K CHEMISTRY TYPE T OD 2- .D MAX
TIME . " " ' sEc SPEED. TANKS .. PM APERTURE SIZE. 4 GAMMA
FILTER .D ' .- 2A TEMP F TIME : FILTER Vi sI . BASE FOG__
1 3 -'5 7 9 1 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICAL I lilI ! .t! ilfl I I. . . Il ll
ANALYSIS 4.0 -- 0_ ; .-- - t - 4 -
.. 38 " . -- - - ~--- LI- - - . _ _ 3.8SP GR 3.8
3.6 
---- 3.6pH
TA 33-- - • _ _ . . ._




- . . . _ - - - --
17 2.4 2.42.4
14 ------_ -- ...... -_-. 
--
13
12 2.0 -- - "--! . . . . . .. . . 2.0,11 -- . . - - - --- ..- -
10 1.8 




- . .-- -- -- - *
T " . 1.6
3 _____
1 
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S-22 1000
DATE Jue 72 CONTROL # Preh. 960 TASK rT-rg PREPARED BY
FILM 2445 EMULSION I MFG 2 .. n. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1-B PROCESSOR 14 11 INSTRUMENT Y'ncbeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2350 -<K CHEMISTRY TYPE TD 20-3 D-MAX
TIME SEC. SPEED __ TANKS , FPM APERTURE SIZE 4 MM GAMMA
FILTER 00 & 2A TEMP F __ TIME FILTER Visal BASE f FOG
1 3 5 7 9 - 11 13 15 17 19 21
CH EM ICAL Illli lii I m Mll . lli 1 11 I H ill 1 l I l l il lill l, illi lll I lill I 4.0
ANALYSIS 4.0 -...
_ 3.8 ..--.- .3.8SP GR




TPP 3.2 ..-..... . .. 2
S 3.0 3.0KBr
21 2.8 .8
* 0 -- - _ -- - __20












8 1.6 ... . -Z- 1.6
6 - --S1.4.._ 1.4
.8 
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.3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0771-21
S- C-22 100i
DATE Jun- e 72 .CONTROLI re". 96 TASK : --59 PREPAREDBY
FILM az EMULSION I. .MFG 2~K n o EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA -PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER .1-i PROCESSOR 1 1 . NS T R UMENT. : .t l SP E D (. ). :..
ILLUMINANT 280 KI CHEMISTRY . TYPE TD. 2.,) .ID-MAX :
TIME . SEc. SPEED TANKS . P ,IAPERTURE SIZE . GAMMA
FILTER 5O- 24 TE MP F - TIME _ .FILTER ,8 1.,.: BASE FOG"_
I 3 . " . -" " " -". 13 15 7 .19 21
CHEMICAL 4.0 1 21
ANALYSIS 4.0 . 4.0---- -- - : F - - . . .. -_ ---_
3.8 ' ISP 3.8
- - 3.6
"" "-4 " "  " "-- :- 3.-4-.-- - ---= . .
P "3.2 3•2
• pH P • -. ...."1 .: j98 -z :.."L ' " -- t- .....- -t-~f 7~Frr_ ~ .
20




8 . 2.2 -" -
73
12 2.0 2.'0-t- t-~- ---- 1
10 1.8 ES~~tC t----i--t -~~-t- 1.8
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. 0-22 1000
DATE Tine 72 CONTROL # T.e"r . Co) TASK HT-9 PREPARED BY '
FILM 244-5 EMULSION # MFG E.~, Co. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1-; PROCESSOR 1 1 INSTRUMENT T ,:p etb SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2850, 'K CHEMISTRY TYPE -D 2. D-MAX
TIME SEC. SPEED TANKS 6 FPM APERTLIRE SIZE MM GAMMA
FILTER 2_2 2A TEMP OF TIME FILTER VSual BASE I FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICAL . 0 ll II l lt ll -- lI i i ll i I - Il tl4 .
ANALYSIS --.




TPtP 3.2 --- .-- - ----- :-.i7X I..... 3.2TP P 
3.2
KB 3.0 3 0- - - - - -- .0KBr




2.4 - - -- -
16
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13
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11 --- --- -- -- - -
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9
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1.4 - 1.4
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712 L.- .3 .6 .9 1.1 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0771l-21
S0C-22 1 UUO
DATE .T 7 CONTROL # -Preh. g6 TASK - PREPARED BY
FILM 2. EMULSION 1 MFG E.K. Co. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1-E PROCESSOR 1'i 1 INSTRUMENT :q,obeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT .50 :'K CHEMISTRY T__ YPE TD 203 D-MAX
TIME SEC. SPEED TANKS FPM APERTURE SIZE 4 . GAMMA
FILTER 5500 ," 2A TEMP F TIME FILTER t ,tUS M BASE * FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
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T71-21 .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
- II n P VFRN.FNT PRINTIN" OFFirF 17' 779 9 7/77
33 . -22 1000
DATE June 72 CONTROL p r 060 TASK T--Q PREPARED BY d.
FILM 2-45 EMULSION V MFG 7 - o. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1 - PROCESSOR 1411 INSTRUMENT c:anbeth SPEED(
ILLUMINANT '20 K CHEMISTRY TYPE TD 203 D-MAX
TIME - SEC. SPEED TANKS 6,4 FPM APERTURE SIZE 4 MM GAMMA
FILTER 5,0 2A TEMP OF _TIME FILTER Visual BASE I FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICALCAL .0liI lill ilm11llllllll 4llin
I i l I;I11 IIIil 
.iniill0 ml[lII H1t 0
ANALYSIS .0
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771-21 .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
0-22 1000
DATE ' June 72 CONTROL S Prh. Po TASK HP- Q PREPARED BY
FILM 24'~_ EMULSION # MFG ,. ,0. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER_ 1-E PROCESSOR 141_1 L INSTRUMENTI qnbe tl SPEED (
ILLUMINANT ,2 90 'K CHEMISTRY TYPE TD 203 D-MAX
TIME SEC. SPEED TANKS .4 FPM APERTURE SIZE 4 MM GAMMA
FILTER 9500 &, 2A TEMP OF TIME FILTER .StBtUS BASE * FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICAL




































71-21 .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.0 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
,' il S " lVr L,sF T I TI P ilF r 1 7 77 -7T7 '
DATE June 73 CONTROL ~reh. 96 - TASK HP-R PREPARED BY,
FILM 2,, , EMULSION X MFG E.. Co. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1-B E PROCESSOR 1411 INSTRUMENT!,:acbeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2r50' K CHEMISTRY TYPE TB 203 D -MAX
TIME SEC. SPEED TANKS _ _ FPM APERTURE SIZE 4 MM GAMMA
FILTER 00 2 TEMP OF TIME FILTER Visual BASE , FOG -
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21





S3.4 - -- __
TA -
S3.0 3 .-----. 0
KBr
21 2.8 - -. ..
20
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•.3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
T7,./"
20-22 1000
'DATE ' JUTME 72 CONTROL I Pr,~e . q6 TASK HT'-R PREPARED BY -. _.
FILM 245 5 EMULSION I MFG -EK. o. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1-B PROCESSOR 141 1 INSTRUMENT I,'acbeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2850 K CHEMISTRY TYPE TD 203 "-MAX
TIME SEC. SPEED TANKS 7 FPM APERTURE SIZE 4 u GAMMA
FILTER 500 & 2A TEMP ~F -TIME FILTER StatUS M BASE FOG -









P 3.2 - 3.2'
S  3.0 _-._--- 
-









15 - ._ -




11. - -ii1 7 iz-j=ii +- - ---- - - .8
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2 .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.07?1-21
-1 -T - P "/n v
- 0C-22 100o
DATE LJu.le 72 CONTROL i Preh, 6o TASK RTT-9 PREPARED BY _
FILM 244. EMULSION# MFG E.K Co, EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1-B PROCESSOR 1411 INSTRUMENT .arcbeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 28,50 "K CHEMISTRY TYPE TD 20) D-MAX
TIME sEc. SPEED TANKS 7*5 FPM APERTURE SIZE 4 MM GAMMA
FILTER ,500 A TEMP F __ TIME FILTER iSUR1 BASE * FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
C H EM IC A L I l li ll W ill II I ! ll I ll I II II i li IIII II I
ANALYSIS
3.8 -- 3... . -- 8-SP "GR
.3.6- 3.6pH
TA
3.2 -- .. . 3.2
TP8  ___ ------ i--f-t--- - = _~--;-- f- -- _
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.3/ C-22 100°
DATE .une 72 CONTROL # -reh, 60 TASK HT- , PREPARED BY
FILM 2445 EMULSION I MFG E.K. Co. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENStTOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1-_ PROCESSOR 1411 INSTRUMENT UPihth, SPEED( ).-
ILLUMINANT 28:O :K CHEMISTRY TYPE TD 203 D-MAX
TIME SEc. SPEED TANKS 7p9 FPM APERTURE SIZE 4 'MM GAMMA -
FILTER "00 _ .2 TEMP "F TIME FILTER 'Stats Z' BASE FOG
1 3 5 9 11 13 15 17 19 21


















15 -- - _--- -__--- - -. .... .
13
I00 ......--c -1 ---- -- -;= --- -= .... ' ...... -
12" o
-1 - -- - 10.
9
8 1.6 __-=f --- 1.6
7 - -




22- . -;-~--- --- --- t -/t7t- t-f-tl t_ -- -
I-o - -- / /_ ' .... .. -
.6 . -- .6
Tech kpicolor




01- 1  .311I[ 111) I lllll !Il ]l 1 1l1lllllll1 l i lllll , ll lill .6.9i [llill ll llli 2 . Ill ll1ll I2 . 2 .7 li ll .0
.3 .6 .9 1.2 1 1.$ 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0T7l-2]
Je7 OTO 0-22 960
DATE June 72 CONTROL Preh, 1000 TASK ET-O PREPARED B
FILM '4, EMULSION I - MFG '-'. 0o. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1-"B PROCESSOR 1411 INSTRUMENT i.acbeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 030 '"K CHEMISTRY TYPE TD 20- D-MAX
TIME - SEC. SPEED TANKS 1 FPM APERTURE SIZE 4, MM GAMMA
FILTER 5500 & 2A TEMP F _TIME FILTER Status M BASE FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21




















8 1.6. - - - - 1.6
7
1.4 7_ -1.4
1.2 .. -------- 1.2
3
2










771-21 - .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
0-22 9 ',
DATE Jue 72 CONTROL # Preh. 1000 TASK HT-59 PREPARED BY L
FILM 244 EMULSION # MFG E.K. Co. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1-B PROCESSOR 1411 INSTRUMENT acbeth SPEED
ILLUMINANT ' ~8j K CHEMISTRY TYPE TD 203 D-MAX
TIME SEC. SPEED TANKS 5 FPM APERTURE SIZE 4 MM GAMMA
FILTER 500 " A TEMP F TIME FILTER ViSual BASE FOG
3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21














17 . - .. .. 2.4
16
15





10 --1.0----_-. ------ -- 1.8
9 - - --- .- - -- - .__
8 1.6 1.6
1.4 1.- .4 _-
1.2--- 1.2
.3 
_ --- -- - t - / --- -- -
Technicolor
.4 .-4- -
ABSOLUTE .2 ... . .2
LOG E
AT R.L.E. - 0
- 10 EIl II HI I I I I I III =ll 'll 11 'lllllll Illlll Iilll ll l ll ! 1llll 1  1111111 l11111111111l lil i lll
71-21 .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
itt -T
C-22 960
DATE Jun 7 CONTROL I Pr1e-. 10)O TASK T-9 PREPARED BY
FILM 244 EMULSION MFG EK. Co. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1 -2 PROCESSOR 1 1 1 INSTRUMENTT 'la be th SPEED (
ILLUMINANT - 2830 K CHEMISTRY TYPE TD 203 D-MAX
TIME SEC. SPEED TANKS 5 FPM APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA
FILTER 5500 & 2A TEMP F _TIME FILTER Vis ul. BASE + FOG
1 3 1 7 9 13 15 17 19 21
CHEM ICAL I ;I l ill lif i[ini il i l I I lil lllI Hll M iHlli HIM I lm ill lill i lIICHEMICAL 4.0 - 4.0ANALYSIS - -






"-"- -3.2 ....-- ---. .-':- -. 3.2
TrP
3.0 - - - 3.0
KDr
21 2.8 - -. 8
20























- 10 IlIlll ll ll l ll ll i l lllll llllil ll l l l i ll 1 1 1 11 11 11 11 1 11 1 1 1[ i lll ll! ll il
71-21 3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
SC-22 960
DATE * June 72 CONTROL # Preh. 1000 TASK H - PREPARED BY -
FILM 2445- EMULSION # MFG E.T. nn. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1-B PROCESSOR 1 11 INSTRUMENT acbeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT - 2850 :'K CHEMISTRY TYPE TD 203 D-MAX
TIME SEC. SPEED TANKS J5.5 FPM APERTURE SIZE 4 M GAMMA
FILTER 5500 - 2A TEMP F _ TIME FILTER 3t.atuS M BASE , FOG
1 3 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEM ICAL I 11ii1 IIIilll fill H I I il I I I I 4.0
ANALYSIS 4..
SP GR




- __ ----- 
----- 
-.TP 3.2 .- ...--. 2
K, 3.0
21 2.8--_
20 6 - 2 ... .6
18
17 2.16.. -- -
2.2 2.214
13
12 2.0 -- --- ---- - _ 2.0
10 1.8 _z 18
10 - . ,L-- - __1.8
8 1.6- 
-- _- - -- 1.6
7
6 -1- -.-1.4 1.4
5-- -
1.2 ABSOLUTE .2
1.0 .3 1..8 1 2.1 .0
Technicolor _ ._
6771-21 3 .6 .9 1.2 1._ 1.8 2. 2.4 2.7 3.0
7> 7 C-22 96u/ " " 1OO °  TASK H-)9 PREPAREDBY., --
DATE oT ,eQ 7P CONTROL # Preh.. 1000 TASK -5 PREPARED
FILM -2445 EMULSION# MFG LE.T. 0. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1- _ PROCESSOR 1411- INSTRUMENT Fac be th SPEED ( )
ILLUMINANT 280 "K CHEMISTRY . TYPE TD 20. D-MAX
TIME SEc. SPEED TANKS 6 FPM APERTURE SIZE 4 MM GAMMA
FILTER 00. 2A TEMP" F •TIME FILTER SQ-l'? BASE , FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21












19 2.6t-t-~-" ------ t- -- t--- 2.6
17 24
2. .4








12 z. ... ..- _-_---..
1 0 1 .8 . . . .. . .L. . . . . . . . .
1 .6 1.6
6 1.4 1..' . . ' . . . .- -- . . 4
g 1.2
-1.0 - - _--_ -_ 1.02






-10 ....1 .3ll . . 1 2 1. .1 2 4llill2l.l7 I llllll3l0llil l l i llil li llH Ililll ill !11111 'l1ll1t  1111l 11lI I L
. 3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 t.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
T/1-21
, C-22 960
DATE Jine 72 CONTROL # jo. 100io TASK '- PREPARED BY -
FILM 2 4 L5 EMULSION # MFG tE.K 0 Co EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1-B PROCESSOR 1411 INSTRUMENT .be t SPEED
ILLUMINANT 2850 "'K CHEMISTRY TYPE TD 203 D-MAX
TIME SEC. SPEED TANKS 0 FPM APERTURE SIZE 4 MM GAMMA
FILTER 5500 & 2- TEMP F TIME FILTER Status Tr BASE FOG
S 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21






. . . .3.4
TA
3.3.2
T f- P P 
3 2 






19 2.6 . . -- - - 2.6
*182




12 . - -
11i --- _ -
10 -- 1.8
9 -----
8 1.6 -- -- -- ---- - 1.6
7
1.4 .1. - .4 ----- _ -- 1.
3 1.2 - _- - - -- - 1.2
1 1.0 ------ - - 1.0
.8 8
'Tchnicolor -.
.4 /R E-- _ ------- __-.- .4




T71.-21 .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
C-22 960
DATE June 72 CONTROL I Preh. 1000 TASK IT- 9 PREP4RED BY 4
FILM 2445 EMULSION I MFG ] o. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1-. PROCESSOR 141 1 INSTRUMENT r-8Ocbeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2850 ""K CHEMISTRY TYPE TD 20 D-MAX
TIME SEc. SPEED __ TANKS s.4 FPM APERTURE SIZE 4 MM GAMMA
FILTER 5500 &: 2A TEMP F -TIME FILTER Vi S ua BASE FOG
1 3 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21

























-1 3 .6 .9 1.2 15 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
0C -22 96o
DATE Junie 72 CONTROL# 'P r 1000 TASK HT-59 PREPARED BY _ -
FILM 2445 EMULSION # MFG E.K. Co. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1- I PROCESSOR 14 1 1 INSTRUMENT ~i.cbeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY TYPE T) 20 D-MAX
TIME SEc. SPEED _ TANKS 6.4 FPM APERTURE SIZE 4 MM GAMMA
FILTER . 5500 & 2A TEMP "F TIME FILTER StatS M BASE i FOG -
1 3 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICAL Tr l  I II Fl I. I *' T T4.0
ANALYSIS 4.0 - - ----










.1 2 - --- -.- -1 2.6 -_ -. . . -- _2.6_





.12 .-.-- -- - - - --- f- . ---- 2.0
2. - _
S.2
1 1.0- _ __ -i_-~- _ __ 1.0
.8 _ _ ._ - _ _ .
8 .6 _ _ _ _ _ .6_ _ _  . .. - -
6 1 - -t-- - .- -
AT R.L.E. O 0
• 3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
'rTI, .21
C-22 960
DATE ' Tjop 7 P  CONTROL # Prh. 1000 TASK HT-59 PREPARED BY /
FILM- 24L EMULSION # MFG EK. Co. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1 -B PROCESSOR 1411 INSTRUMENT ,>'.obeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT Pr 'K I CHEMISTRY TYPE TD 203 D-MAX
TIME__ SEC. SPEED TANKS 7 FPM APERTURE SIZE 4 ' GAMMA
"FILTER 50O0 & 2. TEMP "F TIME FILTER V I iUlP BASE , FOG



























6 --- -- - - -- - ---, --_ -- 








.4 . .. 4
ABSOLUTE .2 .2
LOG EA T R .L .E .. ....
- 10 l i I I I II II l l l l l
7 O71-21 .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 27 3.0
0-22 960
DATE June 72 CONTROL # PIreh 1000 TASK IT-59 PREPARED BY
FILM 2445 EMULSION # MFG E. K Co. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1-S PROCESSOR 1411 INSTRUMENT i.-acbe th SPEED (
ILLUMINANT -.2,5 K CHEMISTRY TYPE TD 203 D-MAX
TIME SEc. SPEED __ TANKS 7 FFM APERTURE SIZE 4 MM GAMMA
FILTER )00 c. 2A TEMP F __TIME FILTER Status : BASE FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21








3.- -.2 .- - .= _ 3.2




1 2.2 - -- -
17 2.
14
1 2 '_ __ .. ...... .. .... ... . . _. . .... .. ......
16
I S 2.2 . ..... .. ... ----- 1- - - t l - r- .. ." - -- I--_-1-U_. .- L -7_-- . ...
3.2 --- - - -. . -- -2.-
12-~- --8 1*0 ------ f--t
S1.6 _1.6
4-.1.4




... . . 4
ABSOLUTE .2 
.2LOG E
AT R.L.E. - 0
-0-21 . .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 21 24 7 3.0
T1-21 .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1. 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
-0 C-22 960
DATE Junte 72 CONTROL # Proh. 1000oo TASK j'Wi--o PREPARED BY ,
FILM 244 L EMULSION # MFG EK,, Co. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER !-. PROCESSOR 111 INSTRUMENT !Macbeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2850 ::K CHEMISTRY PTYPE T) 2D0 D-MAX
TIME sEC. SPEED TANKS FPM APERTURE SIZE 4 MM GAMMA
FILTER 5500 2A TEMP F TIME FILTER ViSual_ BASE FOG
1 3 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
C H E M IC A L l l ll l ll H llH ilii n I l i n Hll l I i H] 0
ANALYSIS 4.0




-----....... ... ... ~... ...... _.... 3,
KEr













7a - - .. .. ... . ---
1.4






- - C:-":- - -- -- 6---
.4 E .-
ABSOLUTE 7=
LOG E - -AT R.L.E.. 0 -
71-21 .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
ONTR:O C-22 96 TK0_
DATE JuIne 72 CONTROL 0 P 100 0  TASK HT-59 PREPARED BY
FILM 2hi.. EMULSION # MFG E Co, EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1 -B PROCESSOR 1411 INSTRUMENT Macbeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 28c0 'K CHEMISTRY TYPE TD 20 0-MAX
TIME SEc. SPEED TANKS 7 5 FPM APERTURE SIZE 4 MM GAMMA
"FILTER . 00 & 2A TEMP F __TIME FILTER SttJtus j, BASE FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CH EM IC A L I I i I Ill l i ll I Il li i l i l I illi Ii IIi
ANALYSIS- 4.0
8 13.8SP GR 3.8 - -
pH -- --.
T ------- ---- 3.4
TA
TP P 3.2 . .__- --------- _.- ----- 3.2
KB, 
3.0
KB1 3.0 --- --- ------------------ -------------- __--3~.0~?
21 2.8
20
19 2.6 _- __B . ..........__ __ _ _ __ _. _
18 _.
17 2.4 -- _---- 2.4
15 __---_--- --__-- --
2.2 _ -..... 
_ - -- 2.214
13
12 2.0 - 2.0
.11 ---- ,._ --.--- ___ __ _- --- _- .
10 1.8 . ._ _1.




1 -- - - ------ --------






AT R.L.E.- 0 - -
- 10 mt TT m l l' l l ' ill i ll l l l I illl i ill ll ill l I l l lli l ll 1
771-21 .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1. 2.1 2i4 2.7 3.0
'/' 0-22 98u0
DATE ,Tni 72 CONTROL# Preh. 100 TASK HT-59 PREPARED By
FILM- 2445 EMULSION I MFG E.K. Co. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENS-ITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1-I PROCESSOR 1411 INSTRUMENT..T oeth . SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2810 'K CHEMISTRY TYPE TpD 203 D-MAX
TIME SEc. SPEED __ TANKS 5 FPM APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA
FILTER 5500 & 2A TEMP F TIME FILTER ViSu1al BASE * FOG -
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICAL llIII 4.0
ANALYSIS 4.0





3.0 3 .. 0KB,







12 _ . -- -2.0
10 -- 1.8
9
6 -- ----- ----- -. 1.
6 1.4 . _ . . . 1.4
1. ----- -- 1.2
-7F
2










71-21 .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
,I- II S noVFRN-jrT PnRINT'Nt n.LFFIrF '7' 77' 7 '7
0-22 900
DATE JUne 72 CONTROL I PrPe- 100 TASK T'- 5) PREPARED BY
FILM 244- EMULSION # MFG , 0o EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1- PROCESSOR 14.1 1 INSTRUMENT I.acbeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT .280 K CHEMISTRY TYPE TTD 205 D-MAX
TIME SEc. SPEED _TANKs FPM APERTURE SIZE___ MM GAMMA
FILTER 950. & 2A TEMP ~F -TIME FILTER Stt"isl , BASE i FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21





5.4 . . 3.4TA
.2 -- 3 -- -- i- .. .._ - ...... .2
.TRP
3 B, .0 -- 3.0KB,
21 -.
20
19 2.6 - 2.--- -- - -
18
1715 -- --- ---- --- - - - - - --
16 -
12 2.0 +_ - - --. - 2.0
11
10 *8 - - - - - -- - - . . .. .-_ - -: 1.8
10 1.8 . _ _ 1.8
9.8






.4 04 .. 4
G 
7121 .3 . .9 1.2 1,5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0171-21
t.2 5 ..C-22 98 °
DATE ' June 72 CONTROL# Preh, 1000 TASK qT-50 PREPARED BY I-
FILM 24 t5 EMULSION # MFG E.. Co. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1- R PROCESSOR 1l11 INSTRUMENT Iacbeth SPEED ( )
ILLUMINANT 28-50 :K CHEMISTRY .TYPE TD 20- I -MAX
TIME SEC. SPEED TANKS 5. PM APERTURE SIZE 4 MM GAMMA
FILTER ,00 , P A TEMP OF_ _TIME FILTER Visual BASE i FOG
3 5 7 9 11 13 1s 17 19 21
CHEM IC AL lll i ll ll lill ill l ll I ll! lli ll H I illl l I ll
ANALYSIS 40 4.0
3.0 3... .
SP GR __-- .
3.6 3.6pH . .. :
A 3.4 --- 3.4TA . ....
3.2 

















. . ... .. . . -- -_-- -- - - _ + - Z---- :-Z :_:_
8 1.6 




6 ... 7N....1.4,_ 1.4
2 1.2
1 1. _ ----- 1.2
1.0.0 / /_ - . .... _ 1.0
.8




AT R.L.E. - 0: -
- 10 1111111 111lll l ill~ !!!lll l lllll lll lll ll l ll illi  ill H i lllil 'llt ll 11l 111 11llllll Hllli H t~ l i ill 1 ill l li lll lll~ll 
.1
71-21 " .3 . .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
r II' q%/rp .-- , P7 '" .Q lrl 1.- p. .
.2z U-22 98u,
DATE ,TunP 72 CONTROL I PTBeh 1000 TASK HT-5 PREPARED BY 6
FIL, 2445 EMULSION # MFG E.K. Co. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1- PROCESSOR 1411 INSTRUMENT Vc beth.I SPEED (
ILLUMINANT ;2850 K CHEMISTRY TYPE TD 203 D-MAX
TIME SEC. SPEED TANKS .75 FPM APERTURE SIZE 4 MM GAMMA
FILTER -;5 0 0 &- 2TEMP OF TIME FILTER St-tIS L- BASE FOG
1 3 .5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
C H E M IC A L lllll] P ilill l I I l I I I l 11 1 IHilill ilii ! ;Ih I ! i llil ilo, ,1il I l 11 I !I i I 4 .0
ANALYSIS
S3.8- . . 3.8SP GR M7

























5 -- -- -
4









ABSOLUTE ,2 --. . .
LOG E
AT R.L.E. - 0
- 10 Ill lll lll . I I l ll i lll lll lI lll Ill l ill Ill l l l [1 1 1 i lllilli lI [ IlillllI llI i Ill l 1 11i 1 Ill lI n II M 11 l in I I,
1-21 .34 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
- U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1972-779-257/77
7-;. C-22 980
DATE ' ".T e 7 2 CONTROL I P '- 1000 TASK HT-5q PREPARED BY < .
FILM 244' - EMULSION # MFG .K.1 Co. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1 - PROCESSOR 1411 INSTRUMENT 1acbe th SPEED ( )
ILLUMINANT 2Tr 'K CHEMISTRY TYPETD 203 D-MAX
TIME SEc. SPEED _TANKS 6 FPM APERTURE SIZE 4 MM GAMMA
FILTER 5£00 ' 2A TEMP rF _TIME FILTER iSUal81 BASE * FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICAL .0 i ll4illi0 111 ! l l ;i l II I [i ilill i i i
ANALYSIS 4.0




















. 4 .. 1.4
.2 1.2
ABSOLUTE .2 7.
AT R.L.E.. .0 _
1. .3 .6 . 1 1.5 1.0 2.1 24 2.0
"- II S 'n V R-1FNT -- INTI"P r r"rr ,Q79 77Q 017/77
0-22 980
DATE J4ne 72 CONTROL # Prt b 1C 0nno TASK !T-59 PREPARED BY _
FILM 244c EMULSION # MFG ~K. Co EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1 -3 PROCESSOR 1411 INSTRUMENT MJOcbeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT . 2850 <K CHEMISTRY TYPE TD 20 D-MAX
TIME .. sEc. SPEED _ TANKS L FPM APERTURE SIZE L MM GAMMA
FILTER ",0 &.: 2A TEMP 0 F _TIME _ _ FILTER StRttus BASE , FOG
S 3 5 7 9 11 13 17 19 21
CHEMICAL llllll llll I I l lli I Ill i ilW IllI I I i I l ll i lllllll l iLlII LI
ANALYSIS
3.8 . - 3.8SP GR
pH 3.6 3.6pH
TA
3.2 --------- 3.2TRP 3









12 2.0 -- .2.0..
1 1 -. ..
.0 1 -_ . _ -
10
9













AT R.L.E.- 0 7= ..
-10
71-21 .3 .6 ,9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
DATE June 72 CONTROL# 1 Preh. 1000 TASK ;HT-59 PREPARED BY (-- c.
FILM 2445 EMULSION V MFG E, o. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1-T PROCESSOR 141 1 INSTRUMENT !.I-beth SPEED
ILLUMINANT 2850 :K CHEMISTRY TYPE TD 203 D-MAX
TIME SEC. SPEED TANKS 0.1.. FPM APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA
FILTER 500 & 2A TEMP -F _TIME FILTER Visual BASE * FOG_
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21




















6 -- -_ --- - ..1.4 
- 1.4
3 - ... . ..2.2
2







AT R.L.E. - 0
- 10 li[ lll illllH IIl lli !11 1 lll il I111 11 111111 1111 ill 11111111l l lll[ I! illlf i li llTl illl i I I It ! 1il I ll lillTl l
T71-21 .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.0 2.1 2.4 2 7 3.0
-U.S GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICF: 1972-77q-757/77
C-22 980
DATE ' June 72 CONTROL # Pr - lno0 TASK T'T-_- O PREPARED BY --
FILM 24 EMULSION # MFG E.K. Co. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA . PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1- PROCESSOR 1411 INSTRUMENT .'acbe th SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2850 "K CHEMISTRY TYPE TD 203 D-MAX
TIME sEc. SPEED - TANKS 6 4 FPM APERTURE SIZE 4'MM GAMMA
FILTER 5500 2 TEMP F TIME FILTER Str,.tU S LO BASE f FOG
S 3 5 7. 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
C H EM IC A L I l, i i l Ill ili ll 11 I 1 1 il l 1H lm IilM ili 1I ! lu lliH ll II :! 1 11ili i ll Ill W , 1 !4.0 - 1.ANALYSIS 4.0
3.8SP GR -




3.2~a-,- -F----r-=Irr 3.2TRP . .
-- -- - .. .. -: _ .t_ -- -
3.0 3.0KB,
21 2.8 4 -
20 20 r- -- _
19 216 2.6
18
17 2.4 2- .4





10~-- --- - -
13
. .. . .. .. ... . ..--- _ -- _ -_- - 7. .. = . 010 1.8
9










ABS UET E -. ........... ....
4 - ".
ABSOLUTE 1.2 g---
AT R.L.E. - 0 ..-
3~ -- -
11 11 ilulliilll i
T71-21 .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.0 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
s* r*S nwV i - n, FI P "'"T!N,^ , Fr'F" 197' '-9 1-71/--
0-22 980
DATE.' June 72  CONTROL# P re. 1000 TASK ale"- F PREPARED BY
FILM 2445 EMULSION I MFG EK,. Co. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1 -3 PROCESSOR 141 1 INSTRUMENT ?rloPth ISPEED
ILLUMINANT 2 90 ":K CHEMISTRY TYPE TD 20- D-MAX
TIME SEC. SPEED TANKS 7 FPM APERTURE SIZE 4 MM GAMMA
FILTER 5500 & : 2A TEMP OF _TIME FILTER Vi Sual. I BASE FOG-



































121 .3 .6 .9 1. 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
If - TI-lr 0 cfr: 1 7 770 -7 177
<'o 0-22 9 8u
DATE ' Tune 72 CONTROL # -r- 100 TASK HP- r PREPARED BY - /A
FILM 2445 EMULSION # MFG . -o. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1-.2 PROCESSOR 141 1 INSTRUMENT ITi acbeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT .80 "K CHEMISTRY TYPE TD 203 D-MAX
TIME__ _ SEC. SPEED TANKS 7 FPM APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA
FILTER 5500 2-. TEMP 0 F TIME FILTER Status S BASE , FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 - 17 19 21










21 2.8 - -- --- - ----- *S
20
19 2.6 .- - - ---- ---- --- 2.6
18
17 . -2.4 --.- . - 2.4
16
162 .. ........... ....7. L I -t -f __-----l t- -- + - - -- ~
14
13
72 2.0 --. . - . .-- ~t 2.0
1 1.8 --~-- ---- . -- 1.8
6 1.4 . . . 1.4





ABSOLUTE .2 _ 
.2
LOG E _
AT R.L.E. - 0 ----- --.
- 10 iIl l l-- l l i ll IIt lmlilltti 1t1 l [Il1 lIll II 1 i1 1 11 11 ll1 lt I l 11 Il l l i t1 1 ][I1 it I I ll i f l l l i i
T71-21 . . .9 1. 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
171-21
II e e- to as 7 I n** 000 10"O ~770 " 77
C ,-22 98'0 PREPARED B
DATE .Tirn 7P CONTROLI # TASK T-5 PREPARED BY
FILM - 2.L5 EMULSION I MFG E . 2o. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1-E PROCESSOR 14 1 INSTRUMENT .acbeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT .- 3'0 5 K CHEMISTRY TYPE TD 205 D-MAX
TIME SEc. SPEED _ TANKS. 7 5 FPM APERTURE SIZE 4 MM GAMMA
FILTER L500 - 2A TEMP F __ TIME FILTER TVi 1 BASE FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21




















12 -- ----- "f 1.8
.1.6 1.6










- 10 I ll llll l 1 11111111 ll lll I ll l
71-21- .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0.T. ,I, €+d
/i? 0C-22 98u
DATE June 72 CONTROL Prh, 1000 TASK T-59 C PREPARED BY
FILM 24-45 EMULSION # MFG C oK. (o. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1- I PROCESSOR 1411 INSTRUMENT D',Cbe th SPEED ()
ILLUMINANT 2850 K CHEMISTRY TYPE TD 203 D-MAX
TIME  SEc. SPEED TANKS 71 ) FPM APERTURE SIZE 4 Mm GAMMA
FILTER 5500 il 2f TEMP "F TIME FILTER Status t: BASE FO
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21















16 _ - --
15
2.2
10 _-, - 1.
72 23.0 2--- - - .0
9
8 1.6 - 1.6
7
17 .... ---- ---. .
1. 7..<7 4--' -1 : - -=_--_ .. 1.4
1.4







-"- -.- - - . _7--_ ----
11-- -- -- .-- _ ,_.. "
.4 -- .4
ABSOLUTE .2LOG E 7 ._
AT R.L.E. - 0
- 10 I JIlu i l lI llH il~l l 1 1111 1 1 Ji11111i111 l l il I I, lil ll Hi ll I I ll il ll il l ll I lIIIllI -l -IIll ill 1 1
-21 .3 . .9 1.2 1.5 1. 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
- II E r Nv'V -r ,T PRI" ' )P OFFIrF: 197' 77q "7//77
c-22 100
DATE CONTROL # Pr -- 1000o TASK HT-59 PREPARED BY A A-
FILM. .24L5 EMULSION 0 MFG E.K. Co. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1-B PROCESSOR 1L11 INSTRUMENT Macbeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2850 K CHEMISTRY TYPE TD 203 D-MAX
TIME - SEC. SPEED TANKS 5 FPM APERTURE SIZE L .MM GAMMA I
FILTER 5500 & 2A. TEMP 0 F TIME FILTER Visual BASE FOG.
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICAL -I T ;Il
ANALYSIS
SP GR 3.8 -- - - ----- _ -. 3.8SP GR
pH 3.6 - - -- .. ..-- 3.6
PH
3.4 3.4
TA - -- .. - -
TPP 3.2 7. . --. _ ..-- . .. 3.2
SKB .0 - - - -- -. 0
21 2.8 -_- - - . - . --- _._
20
19 . -..- -- - -- -- 2.6
-2.6_.18 -- --- --- ---17
12.0 2.- ---- -- - -  - .
9 - -
S .0 .0---- ---- _. .--- -- 1.
12
1 .0 - - -1.8
8 1.6 6
1..
_ . - -
1. .2SLOGE __- -- _- -- t- ... ---- '_ --
AT R.L.E.- 0 _- --_-- *- -- -_
771 11 0 .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.5 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
C-22 1000 /
DATE _' CONTROL 2reh 1000 TASK HT-59 PREPARED BY .
FILM 2/,5 EMULSION t MFG m. -- EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1-P PROCESSOR 1411 INSTRUMENT Ma(bsth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2850 K CHEMISTRY - TYPE TD 203 D-MAX
TIME SEc. SPEED TANKs . rPM APERTURE SIZE . u.m GAMMA
FILTER 5500 & 2A TEMP F _ TIME FILTER Visual ASE FOG .
1 3 5 .7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICAL IANAL,.YSI S ,.0 - ___ ---- -- _ ..-.......... - - 4.0 ..ANALYSIS
SP GR 3.8
- .3.6 -.. . .. - 3.6.
pH
S 3.4 3-- -. 4--. .. -
TA-
TPP 3.2 3.2
3.0 - .. .-I .. . - . -- __ -- __--_.------ .3.0
2. .. .--. _:_ - -- . X __77 .... 2. 2 -... _.
-KB, - .0
14 - --
..- - -1--, . . . . !
18
--.-- - 1
' 16 - - .. -- -79
- .----- --- - -- - ---- -.. . . ... ... . ... . .
... .. . .
6 1.4
3.4 1.4
1.2 --- --- . - 2.2
.4 7zE1 i7e-- v-t- --- -2- - - ___---
-102
--- . .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.3 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
C-22 100 
/
DATE CONTROL I P -lh inn° TASK HT-S9 PREPARED BY
FILM 2 145 EMULSION I MFG ' X GnO EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1-B PROCESSOR 1I11 INSTRUMENT Macbeth SPEED ( )
ILLUMINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY - TYPE TD 203 D-MAX
TIME SEc. SPEED TANKS 5.5 FpM APERTURE SIZE . MM GAMMA _
FILTER 5500 & 2A TEMP __F TIME FILTER Visual BASE FOG
1 3 C 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21




H 3.6 - -- - 3.6
TA .4 . . . __ 3.4
TA . -- --- - -. -- - - 3.4
3.2 - -- - .--- . - 3.2
KB 3.0 3.0
21 2.820 _ _-
17







12 ---2.0 -- - - 2.0
11 _- -- . . . -
10 1.8 --- - - - - - --- _ 1.8
9











AT R.L.E. 0 ---- --- --
A L . 0 . 1 1 * _
1.
C-22 1000 
DATE CONTROL I Preh. 100 0 TASK HT-52 PREPARED BY -/.
FILM ~ EMULSIONI MFG E.K. Co, EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1-B PROCESSOR 1411 INSTRUMENT Macbeth SPEED(
ILLUMINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY TYPE TD 203 D-MAX
TIME sic. SPEED _ TANKS 5.5 FPM APERTURE SIZE M GAMMA
FILTER 5500 & 2A. TEMP F TIME FILTER Visual BASE FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICAL 4 ll',ll I Ill! HI
ANALYSIS --
SP GR .3.8
-3.6 .. . -- --- 3.6
pH - -
TA 34 -3-
P 3.2 3.. . - -.. 2
TRP .- -- - .0
.0B, 3.0
21 .-2. .. ... .. 8
20=--7-----_-
19 2.6. -.- .-- 2.6
18 7--
19 -2.41-- 2.4
16---- - -__ -- .
14 2.2-2
13 ... .--.-- - . .- --- . o
12 2. -- _ _0-- - . - 'th- . 2
1o 7--- - --.
8 1.6 7- 1.6
7
8 ....1 /- -- * -.. ..- - .... /7-- 1.0






--. 2LOG E- -
AT R.L.E. 0-
-10. -4
T,1") .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1. "4 " 7 .1
C-22 1000 /
DATE CONTROL 0 Preh. 1000 TASK HT-59 PREPARED BY
FILM 2445 EMULSION I - MFG E.K. Co. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1- R PROCESSOR 11,11 INSTRUMENT Macbeth SPEED ( ) ....
ILLUMINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY_ TYPE TD 203 D-MAX
TIME - SEC. SPEED TANKS 6 FPM APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA
FILTER 5500 2A TEMP nF _ TIME FILTER BASE * FOG _
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICAL
ANALYSIS 4.0 - - ------ 4.0




T.0 - -- -.- ----- - - 3.0
KTP - 3.
S-- --t-- - --- ---- -L-- -. 8
19 2.6 - ---- --. 6
18
17 2.4--. - 2.4
16 1 -- . -- .;. -__ ___
13
12 2.0 --- -- - - 2.0
10
13 -.- ---- :"- . . . ---:'2.0
8 1.6 1.6
7o ------ t-- --- --
S1.4 1 --------- --- ---- -. 4
S-1.2- - - ---- ----- 1.2
1.3 0 1.02 ---- -- -1.0
.6 -- -" ' .6
Tech-dcolor -
ABSOLUTE .2 -- - -
LOG E
AT R.L.E. 0jc
-10 jIT . l . 1 1.
.3 .6 .1 .s 1n 1 9 6 9 7
"/ C-22 1000
DATE CONTROL # Prpb inno TASK HT-59 PREPARED BY
FILM 2LI, EMULSION # MFG E K n EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1 - .. PROCESSOR 11111 INSTRUMENT -Macbeth SPEED ( )
ILLUMINANT 2850 :'K CHEMISTRY TYPE TD 203 D-MAX
TIME SEC.. SPEED __ TANKS 6 FP APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA
FILTER 5500 & 2A TEMP "F TIME FILTER Visual. BASE # FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICAL -
ANALYSIS 4.0 -.
3.8_ - - -- - - - - - -. - -3.8SP GR 3.8
KH 3.6-- 3.6
S .4- - -- - --. -.-... 3.4
T 3.2 .__ -3 --- i._ 3.2
2.4
16 P- -.. I - .--- _.. -- ..---. .. .KB, 3.0 3.0
13
1- - - - -- . . .7. .
1
13 -- . .
1.8 - - - - 2.0'-- -1.8
8 1.6 - - . 1.6
6 1.4 _---- - - t--- -- 1.4
1.4
2 , ..-. . . __-
.8
Technicolor
-- -. . . . . . -
ABSOLUTE .2 -2
LOG E
AT R.L.E. - 0-
-10 Ij it 111l H 771,717T1
0 .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1. 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0v ,' I' S rnVrR I"FNT PRINTINr nF'lF . 197"' '"7 -
S ., C-22 100 °
DATE CONTROL # Pr,'h 1 nno  _ TASK HT-59 PREPARED BY -- 'V,
FILM L245 EMULSION I MFG F K rn EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR 11,11 INSTRUMENT Macbeth SPEED ( )
ILLUMINANT 2850 K CHEMISTRY TYPE TD 203 D-MAX
TIME SEC. SPEED __ TANKS 6.4 PM APERTURE SIZE 4 .u GAMMA
FILTER 5500 & 2A" TEMP OF TIME _ FILTER Visual BASE FOG I
3 4 7 .9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICAL I . I . I i iI
ANALYSIS 4.0 - . - --- --- .
SP GR - --. .. - - - 3.
3.6 - -
-- e- - --. . 3.6
. .. - .. .......--. . ..--.-. T---. - -- T-
TA. .-L - -- ------ . -.... -- " --. -------'Z: 3.-
K-B, 3.03.0 .0
TRP









12 - - - 2.0
1. ---- --- ---.-- --- -11
o .2 --- --
S.1.4AT I •LE - --- -..... ... _- .- -.-.- .- ..--
-- 
-- 
man F uF a ma-ntn-uu. mua- m nu nimmuum
4 LGE -- - -E - 2
1.2 1.
3 P 1' I' .6
C-22 100 u
DATE _ CONTROL I Preh, 1000 TASK HT-59 PREPARED BY o
FILM 2445 EMULSION # MFG E.K. Co. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1-B PROCESSOR 1411 INSTRUMENT Macbeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY TYPE TD 203 D-MAX
TIME__ S EC. SPEED TANKS FPM APERTURE SIZE. 4 GAMMA
FILTER 5500 fr 2A TEMP F T_____TIME _ FILTER Vi sa.l . BASE FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICAL 1 I! ! ! l l4.! !0 II H H
ANALYSIS -




$.=q ~~t_, t- -t -- --- - - -* I;;-- -------- ----- - 3.2
3.0 . : - - 3.0









12 2.0 - -- -- - 2.0'
11 - -
11.8 -- - t--- -~- 1.8
S1.6- - - - 1.6
61.6 1.4 ....-- _ '- - -- - -- ..... - --- 1.4
S1.4 
_ .4









4- - -.... - -._._-_4
TechNcolor.
.4 -- - - --- ;-- -- .4
ABSOLUTE .2 2
LOG E -
AT R.L.E. - 0---- --- -- -- ---- -
T71 )1 - .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.3 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
C-22 100 u  /
DATE CONTROL # Preh. 1000 TASK HT-59 PREPARED BY
FILM 2445 EMULSION I - MFG E.K. Co. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1-B PROCESSOR 1,411 INSTRUMENT Macbeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY TYPE TD 203 D-MAX
TIME SEC. SPEED TANKS7 FPM APERTURE SIZE 4 MM GAMMA
FILTER 5500 & 2A . TEMP F TIME FILTER Visual BASE FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 .19 21
CHEMICAL -Illll _ F l!!m .7I I 4.0
ANALYSIS - - - -- - 1- -
3 -- .. - 3.8
SP GR ._ . ----
.6 _ ..___- . . . .. __ . . __ .... 3.8
pH
TR 3.4 - 3.4TA. . . _ .
TRP 3.2 .--.--- -- --.----- 3.2
SKB- . . .... -3.0
1 2.8 . - -. ___ -. --- ---- ----.. __ ------
20 ------ --- -- -- = - = ---
18
1 2.4 2,4 - . . ..
2.2 .... . ._= ; __. _ . . , -- - -. 214 ----- - .2 -- - - - - 2.2
13
12 2.0 2 e'--- . . -- - . -- ._ _ .0'
11
8 1.6 1.2
2 1.- ---- -- -. . .. . . ... -
S1 .0 -. ___ ---- 1.
1. - t
. " _ - - - -- 4. . - .. 4




S'.3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.3 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.07 'FR .'IF *T 1 eTI,," 7,E, 07 " 7701 ¢ lo
C-22 100
DATE_ CONTROL Preh. 100 TASK HT-59 PREPARED BY
2445 E.K. Co.
FILM EMULSION 8 MFG EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1-B PROCESSOR 1L111 INSTRUMENT Mael.the SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2850 K CHEMISTRY TYPE TD 203 D-MAX
TIME SEC. SPEED TANKS 7 FPM APERTURE SIZE 4 Mu GAMMA
FILTER 500 & 2A TEMP 'F TIME FILTER Visual BASE FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICAL I i . -- -'- 4".
ANALYSIS -
SP GR
p P 3.6 -___- __ __ _ . .. --- _ 3.8
TA
. 3.2 - -- -- -- ---- - ---- - ---- = -- ----- 32
18
13 ._ - - - - . - - .. . .. . .. . . . .
12 2.0 - 3- - - - 2.0
10 
-_ -- - -- - - _---
9
21







AT R.L.E.- -- ---- . - ..
-10S - . . . 1.5 .. 4 n
U-22 iJUU
DATE ' CONTROL 8 Preh- 100i0  TASK HT-59 PREPARED BY -
FILM 2445 EMULSION _ MFG E.K. Co. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1-B PROCESSOR 1L.1 INSTRUMENT Macbethl SPEED
ILLUMINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY TYPE TD 203 ID-MAX
TIME SEC. SPEED _ TANKS 7.5 rPM APERTURE SIZE 4.M GAMMA
FILTER 55 0 0  2A TEMP F TIME FILTER Visual BASE FOG
CM -3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICAL . i .I 'r , . iI
ANALYSIS 4... --- 4.0
.3.8. - - ---__-.......38
SP OR .-. _










1 2. ----- -- _- .. .4
16




2 i-----;-1--- . -, , , -- __-~- -_--
.8 1 1 _ ----. t-- __-----_ .-- t.8----.:--t ----- t .8
A U-- -- .2E- -- O _~_
I , 1 t i 1. _ T ___ L .... f_ l/_ I-- ~-- _ ------ ' - --'-Ti- .... ...1_---_./ ......
1.3 .6 . 1.2 1.5 11. 21 24 27 3.0





71-21 .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.3 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.077 U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINT!NG OFFICE: 1972--779.259/196
STC 0-22 1020
DATE J~ne 72 CONTROL. # Preh, 1000 TASK HJT-59 PREPARED BY I
FILM 244i' EMULSION 0 MFG E.K. Co. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1-B PROCESSOR 1411 INSTRUMENT .,llalbeth SPEED )
ILLUMINANT 050 .'K CHEMISTRY TYPE... TD 207 o-MAX
TIME SEc. SPEED TANKS FPM APERTURE SIZE 4 mm GAMMA
-FILTER c5 no c,- 2 A TEMP OF _TIME FILTER 1J a. I BASE FOG
1 3 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICAL 4. 111111 lI" I1 'h l
ANALYSIS. 4.0 4
SP GR 3 - _




KB, - - 3.0
21 t
20 -

















AT R.L.E. - 0
I2 ..-10 1T il' I1UEIi l ill 11 Hun m u l fl
'771-21 .3 .6 .9 1.2& 1.5 1.6 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
S/,Z' 0-22 1020
DATE .Tune 72 CONTROL# reh. 100 °  TASK HT-5O PREPARED BY
FILM p411 EMULSION MFG E.K. oL-, EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1 -B PROCESSOR 1 1 INSTRUMENT 'T-,,bet;h SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2850 :K CHEMISTRY TYPE TD 203 D-MAY
TIME SEC. SPEED TANKS FPM APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA
FILTER 5500 - 2OA TEMP "F TIME FILTER - i- tatUIS J BASE FOG -
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21.
CHEMICAL
ANALYSIS 4.0 --- -
SP GR
TA
3. - -- 3.2TRP
KB, 3.0 3.0
2 1 . .- .. 8
3.0 -- - 3 .
16






6 --j- - .... - - --: . .: . . . . . .




.6 6---- . .-- --- _---- .
Technicol.or
.4 .4




71-21 .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1. 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
T71-21
C-22 1020
DATE Jiune 72 CONTROLI PreL. 100 0  TASK F'.-59 PREPARED BY ---
FILM 2445 EMULSION I MFG E.K.  o, EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER T-_ . PROCESSOR 1411 INSTRUMENT Lca)beth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2850 K CHEMISTRY TYPE TD 203 D-MAX
TIME SEC. SPEED TANKS 
5
e
5 FPM APERTURE SIZE 4 MM GAMMA_
FILTER 500 - 2A TEMP OF TIME FILTER ViSu al BASE FOG -
S 3 5 7 9 11 13 1i 17 19 21











2 1 _. _ -- -
20 - .
18
17 2.4 ..... .
16
1 4 . .. . .-- . .
13
12 2. .0- -- . . . . ._ . . - _ -- 2 .0 ,
10 ------- ,--...
" -1.6 1.6
6_ -- _- -_ -  ---- '--- --------:---- - -t . j .4




DATE ' ,Tlpn 7P CONTROL I '&re, 1, TASK HT-59 PREPARED BY _ _ _
FILM oL~L EMULSION I MFG E .K. Co. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1 -B PROCESSOR 1411 INSTRUMENT ,:acbeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT .2830 'K CHEMISTRY _ TYPE TB 20 -  I.D-MAX
TIME SEC. SPEED TANKS_ 5- 5 FPM APERTURE SIZE 4 MM GAMMA
FILTER 500 - 2A TEMP°F TIME FILTER SttUS  I BASE *FOG
3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICAL ll llll i IIll
ANALYSIS 4.0 - -
3 .0 . . .. ... ..
SP GR 
3.8
3 .6 . . ....... .: . . . ... . .. . . ..'
pH
TA
- TA. - -------- 1--_ -- $-- -- 3
TR P












10 1 .8 - ------ -- --- --- - 1.8
9







---7 /- ..... '-+ _ --- .... --- -- "- ... .8
.6 -_ .6- ,. . 1.
Technicolor
.4 - -- 
.4




T7121 .3 . . 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
iTi, - - 971 77
!/; . C-22 1020 /
DATE CONTROL I r _ 1 °o TASK HT-59 PREPARED
FILM 2445 EMULSION # MFG E.K. Co. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1,-B PROCESSOR 1411 INSTRUMENT Macbeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2850 1'K CHEMISTRY TYPE TT 203 D-MAX
TIME 
_ SEC. SPEED __ TANKS 6 P APERTURE SIZE 4 M GAMMA
FILTER 5500 & 2A TEMP F TIME FILTER Visual BASE , FOG
1 3 5 .7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICAL I Il
ANALYSIS4.0 . 4.0
-- --- - 1 3.8SP GR . 3.
pH 3.6 - - -- 3.6T__. _m __-_ . -- - .:z .x_ - 3.
SKB 3.0 -- i -- -- 3.0
....
20






15 --- - - -...... - ---- '-F--- .- - .9
13-. .. -
12 2.0 -  -- 2.0t-
11. . .- -10 1.8 






6T1.4LE.:--,- - - - . - _ --- 7_1 t 1.
1.2- - .2
21.
To-chrgcolor - ---. - -- - - - - -
.4 oI I4
ABSOLUTE V-.2 -- .- . . -- -- .o_ 
- -
- 10=7z-= 1 ii ;'j;I. j;; i';L .
T71 -,1 O .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.3 2.1 2.4 1.7 3.0; i1 - )1 'II s rnVFR-,AF p, tiT -ll, rpir 1ar 77a -)-/in
"" (' C-22 1.02'
DATE CONTROL# r-eh- 1 00o TASK HT-59 PREPARED BY -
FILM 2445 EMULSION # MFG E.K. Co. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1-B PROCESSOR 1411 INSTRUMENT Macbeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2850 K CHEMISTRY TYPE TD 203 D-Mx
TIME SEC. SPEED TANKS 6 Fpm APERTURE SIZE M GAMMA
FILTER 5500 & 2A TEMP 'F_ TIME FILTER Visual. BASE e FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICAL l I I I It I I I I I 1
ANALYSIS 4_0 -. -- . .
SP GR .4-
3.6 - --- - ---
TA _ 3.4
2_-
1- -.. ____- - . . -- -- _- :
21 2. 2
- - -- - -. ...
1.6 2. ... 2.6
18 2. -- --.
17











AT R.L.E.- 0 - --
..... ..GI .. ... _.2m m r m-r
- . ..3 .9 1.2 1.5 1.3 2.1 2.4 9.7 3.01 -' o IIi CQFRN'-FoT 2.ITI'-' n-.  -,.
7 , C-22 102
°
DATE CONTROL I Preh. 100 TASK HT-59 PREPARED BY
DATE CNRL IEr
FILM 2445 EMULSION S MFG E.K. Co EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1-R PROCESSOR - 1 1.11 INSTRUMENT .acbeth SPEED ( ) -
ILLUMINANT 2850 K CHEMISTRY TYPE TD 203 D-MAX
TIME sec. SPEED_ TANKS .4 FPM APERTURE SIZE4 mi GAMMA
FILTER 5500 & 2A TEMP 'F TIME FILTER Visual BASE , FOG
1 3 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICAL 4i. l I II
ANALYSIS ---- -- -
SP GR
3.6 =3.6pH
T3.4 . . . -. .3.4
S 3.- ------ -- --- ----- --- ---- 3.2
TA










12 2.0- - -*- - -....-- ----- -- *- - . .-- - - -. _ --_t-:- 1-_ - -
1 1.8 - 1.0
9 -- - - -- -------- ----
AT R._.E.--- --- --- -
8 6 -_-.6_




-7 --- u7-- -
A....2 .2
.L E.- 0 - _ ---- - ---
J-7 -i :4
-10 Af l n I)l 7il lii A LI ' iiii
r i . . I , 1 4"
r. C-22 102
DATE CONTROL # Preh. 1000 TASK HT-5 PREPARED BY e,
2445 E.K. Co.
FILM EMULSION # MFG EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1-B PROCESSOR 1LL11 !NSTRUMENT - M.cbth h SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2F50 'K CHEMISTRY TYPE TD 203 D-MAX
TIME SEC. SPEED _ TANKs .4 FPM APERTURE SIZE 4 I GAMMA
FILTER TEMP F TIME FILTER Visual BASE FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICAL I I I I
ANALYSIS 4.0 4.0
S R ..3.8. .- .- - .. - -- -- - _ : 3.8





19 1. . . . . .. .
18
217. 
. .. -.. - 2.4
16
1s
- 2.2 2.2 .___
13 ' -
12 2. - - -- --- 2. - --'-- - 0
11 - -.---- ._-_ -___. .
9
8 .6 -- ---------- 1.6
6 -- 4
S- ...- . .--- .-- - - - ---- .
T icolor-
A L .2- -mix ---- - -- - .---- 2
ABSOLUTE ,. ..
LOG E -- -- - .. - --
A'T R.L.E.- 0 .. . --- .
-A-5
rn.o0- .3 .1 .0 1.2 1 1.,t " 4 " 7 3
DATE '- . 7;- CONTROL II TASK / PREPARED BY
FILM 'L'< EMULSION # MFG EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER - PROCESSOR // INSTRUMENT SPEED (
ILLUMINANT "<2' 'K CHEMISTRY x~' -- '~'" TYPE D-MAX
TIME SEC. SPEED TANKS 7 ' FPM APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA
FILTER TEMP F __ TIME FILTER ,"/9 i- BASE i FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21




_--33.6 - --- --- 3.43.4
TA
TRP 3.2
3.0 .- - - 3.0KBr -
21 2.8 __.8
20










9 . ---I - - -- -. ... . .. ..-
8 1.61.6
7









AT R.L.E.- 0- -
771-21 .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
DATE '.'- 7- CONTROL I ', c' TASK PREPARED BY 6
FILM EMULSION 0 MFG _ EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER -- PROCESSOR /&"// INSTRUMENT SPEED (
ILLUMINANT &?": 'K CHEMISTRY / TYPE D-MAX
TIME SEC. SPEED TANKS ' 7 FPM APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA
FILTER TEMP OF TIME FILTER _-5 7, l BASE FOG _

















15 2. 7- 2.214
13
12 2.0 - -- - 2.0
11 1.8


















771-21 .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
DATE .... )J 7-- CONTROL # TASK .. PREPARED BY
FILM -2 ' EMULSION # MFG EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER . PROCESSOR / INSTRUMENT SPEED (
ILLUMINANT . '"K CHEMISTRY c / E TYPE D-MAX
TIME SEC. SPEED TANKS FPM APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA
FILTER TEMP 'F _TIME FILTER t/ .Aa/ BASE , FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21










13 r _ -_ 2.. . . ......
9 2.6
16
16 _ _ __ 1. .. __ -. 4_- -- ,_-_
15
__ 1 2 -- ---- - -- --- - - - . . .- .. . ... ..
2.272 -2. --. 2.0
_ __- -- -__ --.-.- -.
10 8---t ---__ 1.88 1.6 1.6
S1... . 1.4
ABSOLUTE -2
AT R.L.E. -- - - -.. . . ..
-10
71-2 .3 .6 . 1.2 1.5 1.8 21 2.4 2.7 3.0
m~hrcok~ F ... +-:--:: = _ =-
'DATE . , 7- CONTROL # TASK '-"r PREPARED BY /
FILM 2"/ EMULSION # MFG EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER .-- PROCESSOR / // INSTRUMENT SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 25 .- "-K CHEMISTRY /---o /-C TYPE D-MAX
TIME sEc. SPEED__ TANKS 7Z" FPM APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA
FILTER TEMP "F TIME FILTER '- - " /'4 BASE , FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICAL I-l ' WI J- Qll ilill ];ll ! HIIl lil ll l lillIl
4.0 4.0--.ANALYSIS ..
3 .8 - -.... ......... . ... . ... . . ...... 3. 8
SP GR
3.6 3.6pH







17 7 2.4 2.4
16
15











AT R.L.E. 0 --
- 10 l llll I l=ll ill II IMFllllll
T71-21 .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
1', II VFN!rl 
,T
DDITV"IN AQFFlrF 107 770 '7/ 77
C-22 1021.u
DATE June 72 CONTROL I Preh. 100 TASK HT-59 PREPARED BY
FILM 24L5 EMULSION I MFG E.K. Co. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1 -P PROCESSOR 141 INSTRUMENT La cbefh SPEED
ILLUMINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY TYPE TD 203 D-MAX
TIME SEC. SPEED TANKS . FPM APERTURE SIZE 4 MM GAMMA
FILTER 500 e, 2A TEMP" F TIME FILTER Vi SLU , BASE f FOG _
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21








19 3.0 - --- - . -- -- -2. 3.6
18
17
S8 . .. 7. --- --
13 z
122. 2.0
10 . ... . 8
8 1.6 -1.6
6









7?1-21 .3 .6 .9 1.2 1. S 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
I rnJFP Pl'rFNT '!NTIN r'F rFIP 1q7) 779 "1'777
C-22 1040
DATE J...une 72 CONTROL # Preh, 1000 TASK HT -5 PREPARED BY I"
FILM 244r EMULSION# MFG F .', C. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1-B PROCESSOR 1411 INSTRUMENT Macbeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 285>0 '"K CHEMISTRY TYPE TD 203 D-MAX
TIME SEC. SPEED _ TANKS 5  FPM APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA
FILTER' F 00 ,P A TEMP "F TIME FILTER St,, tiSq T ,T  BASE o FOG
1 3 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICAL I I!Ii. ll li _ HI _ I lili II I - I i, I li ll I
ANALYSIS 4 .0 .. .. . . .- 4 .0
3.8- - 3.8SP GR
"_3.6
pH
3.4- --- __ __ 3.4TA 3.4
TRP 3.2 ---.....------- 3.2






19 2.6 __ __ __ 2.6
18






12 2.0-- ---- - 2-.0'
I1 ., - _ -. -- +-- 1.8








.71-21 .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.S 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
/,d C0-22 104'
DATE June 72 CONTROL # P-rh. 1 0 TASK T-R PREPARED BY
FILM 2447 EMULSION # MFG E.K. Co. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1-B PROCESSOR 1411 INSIRUMENT I acbeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2850 K CHEMISTRY TYPE T1 2Q i D-MAX
TIME SEc. SPEED TANKS_ .5FPM APERTURE SIZE 4 MM GAMMA_
FILTER 55,00 & 2A TEMP OF TIME FILTER _ iSU 1 BASE FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEM ICAL IHI liiI i ill l ll lili I I Ilil lil l ill li I 4.0
ANALYSIS - --
3.-- - -- -. .-.. -- -- - - -3.8SP GR
ST 3.6 3.6
pH
S-3.4 - - 3.4
TA
3.2 - -- 3.2
21-- 2.8 ;___ - --- .
20




S. -- 2.2. 2.2
64 -- t r --. -.-.... ..... ........ ..
1.4 -- ; -- t- .I _F=F";--~-'- - - - ----- --- ---- 1.4
1 1.. - _ - -- - - __- - ..-. . 1.
9
63 1.4 -- -- -- ----- -- --- - 1.4






.6 . .. . ... . .. . -- -... .. . ... . . . 4




71-21 .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
Tll-t"
-r -' 0-22 1040
DATE ,T-u,, 7') CONTROL # Preh. 10 0 0 TASK T-T-Jo PREPARED BY .
FILM 2445 EMULSION _ MFG 2E.. Co. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1-l PROCESSOR 1411 INSTRUMENT Tacbetl SPEED(
ILLUMINANT 28 0 K CHEMISTRY TYPE TD 203 D-MAX
TIME SEC. SPEED _ TANKS 5.7 FPM APERTURE SIZE . MM GAMMA
FILTER 5500 2. TEMP "F -TIME FILTER Status M BASE FOG



































71-21 .3 . .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
-7/l"__ - --
S0-22 1040
DATE .Tln 7' CONTROL I Prpe. 1OO ° TASK H_-59)9 PREPARED BY Z.
FILM 244 - EMULSION # MFG E.K. Co. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1- T PROCESSOR 1 41 1 INSTRUMENT '.'1,b1etAh . SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 28NT 0 K CHEMISTRY TYPE TD 203 D-MAX
TIME SEc. SPEED TANKS 6 FPM APERTURE SIZE 4 MM GAMMA
FILTER O5500 2A TEMP OF TIME FILTER V sLual BASE FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19. 21
ANALYSIS 4.0










2.4 -- - ---- - ---- 2.4




2. 2__ -- . . .. 0_12
10 _ _ _ 77 1.8
8 1.6 1.6














71 ,21 .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.S 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
* 0-22 1040
DATE June 7 2 CONTROL 0 PTreh. i00o TASK HT-5 )  PREPARED BY , v
FILM 244- EMULSION # MFG , . . EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1-B PROCESSOR 1411 INSTRUMENT Macbeth SPEED (
I.LLUMINANT 2850 K CHEMISTRY TYPE TD 203 D-MAX
TIME SEc. SPEED TANKS , FPM APERTURE SIZE 4 MM GAMMA
FILTER 5 00 . 2L TEMP F TIME FILTER StatllS BASE FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21







3.0 - - - --- 3.0
KB,




-8 -- - -- - 2.
13
12 2.0 2-- - 1.0
0.8 -. 8
8.6 - - - 1.6
6 -1..4
T16.2 . -- _-__- ... - --_- .. 1.2
12 E- / -___ 7- -
.8 __.:__ . .- . 8
T.6 "_.6
AT R.L.E.- 0
2 .3 .6 .9 1.2 1 1.8 21 24 2.7 3.0
SC-22 1040
DATE ' n 7 CONTROL Preh. 1000. TASK HP-.¢ PREPARED BY 5, 
FILIA 2445 EMULSION # MFG E'. Go. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1 PROCESSOR 41 1 INSTRUMENT.'c[bet h - SPEED ( )
ILLUMINANT 2850 -K CHEMISTRY TYPE TD 5 , ID-MAX
TIME SEC. SPEED TANKs 6,1 FPM APERTURE SIZE 4 k GAMMA
FILTER ,.00 A TEMP "F TIME FILTER ViSutl BASE FOG
O 3 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
C H EM IC A L ii-l Hll! lllll! 1 il l!ll I li il il l ll il I I I I 111 1 W'Il4.
4.0 4.0ANALYSIS = 7
~-3.8 3.8
pH





 34--- ------ g%  3.a
TRP










1 .... . . .. . .. . ... . . --- -- .- _:
13




8 1 .. . . . . .. .. . .. . . ...- 1.6
6 1 . 44 -
3 ....... 1.2
2
2%. ---X --- -- --- .... ......








AT R.L.E.- 0 ---- .
- 10 11l Il Ill ll1! 11! l 1 1 111 11 1lll l llil ill Illli ll l l ill 1111 lll ill llll l ll l II llT11T111111111l l I Ililli 1 ' T
1-21 .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.3 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
0-22 1040
DATE June 72 CONTROL# Pre , 1000 TASK HT -0O PREPARED BY '" -
FILM 2445 EMULSION # MFG QE, Co. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1-B PROCESSOR 1411 INSTRUMENT I:acbeth SPEED ( )_
ILLUMINANT 2850 'K CHEMISTRY TYPE TD 20. D-MAX
TIME SEc. SPEED TANKS 6.4 FPM APERTURE SIZE 4 MM GAMMA
FILTER 5500 & 2A TEMP 0 F -TIME FILTER Status MT BASE , FOG__
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 s1 17 19 21








21 . ' - -- -- .---  - -
20
19 . .- L- 2---2















ABSOLUTE .2 ------ 
__ .2
LOG E
AT R.L.E. 0 -
-10
S.3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 .2.4 2.7 3.0
AB OL T .2" c . . . . . .. . .
C-22 10L!-, '/
DATE ' June 72 CONTROL# -P inn TASK HT- PREPARED BY
FILM 2445 EMULSION . MFG E.K. 2o. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1-' PROCESSOR 1 1 1 INSTRUMENT -''a.cbeth SPEED(
ILLUMINANT 2890 : K CHEMISTRY TYPE 1TD 2037 D-MAX
TIME SEC. SPEED TANKS 7 FPM APERTURE SIZE I MM GAMMA
FILTER 5500 & 2A TEMP F _F TIME " FILTER Visua. BASE FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICAL II I l 111
ANALYSIS 4.0i - ~]
33.8 .8SP GR -














91 ,,, . . . ..-.-... 2 .2
13 - -












T71-21 .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.6 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
'- V II F *rV-RNMFNT PRINTImr nFFirF 197 " 779 971/77
I Y 0-22 10)0
DATE JTune 72 CONTROL II Preh. 10o TASK HT-2-  PREPARED BY e "/
FILM. 2445 EMULSION I MFG E.K, Co. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 13 - PROCESSOR 12I-1 1 INSTRUMENT'I'a. n SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2 850 K CHEMISTRY TYPE TI) 203 D-MAX
TIME 5EC. SPEED TANKS 7 FPM APERTURE SIZE 4 MM GAMMA.
FILTER 500 &: 2A TEMP OF TIME FILTERStatUS If BASE , FOG_
S 3 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEM ICALII ll II Ili I I li III I I i I
ANALYSIS 4 -.
3.8 - - 3.8SP GR
3.63.6
pH
3.4 . ... - .. 3.4TA
3.2 ...-- - --- ... .2
TRP
KBr 3.0
21 2.8 ----- - - -
20
19 2.6 
--- ---- - 2.6
18 --
16






8 __ _ - ........ .. - . .. ..... . . . 1 .6









T7121 - .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 21 2.4 2.7 3.0
! - 0 P 1 I
I C-22 1040
DATE ,liJne 72 CONTROL I Pre. 1000 TASK HT-59 PREPARED BY /
FILM P2-5- EMULSION a# MFG R L. . no EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1-B PROCESSOR 1 41-1 INSTRUMENT Macbeth SPEED ( )
ILLUMINANT ''."K CHEMISTRY TYPE TD 205 D-MAX
TIME SEC. SPEED TANKS 75 FPM APERTURE SIZE 4 MM GAMMA
FILTER 5,0 TEMP F TIME FILTER -'i-i S.] 0_lPI BASE I FOG
3 5 7 9 11 13 .15 17 19 21




-- . -- - =-- -.6 - --
pH . .. . .. . . .
TA
~3 .6 , 3'-:_: -: z : ....
T R- Pr . .... I ....- ....---- -) _~-- -- --~ - f -f--l _-
KBr
21 toe -- ~-~- -- ~ --- t-l --- --- 1-l ._~if jf 8
20
19 .. ...... . ... . . . 2____.6 ----- .-- -z:
18- -i7
. . .. . ... 
.-. 
-. 




' Jl 3 g .....-- .. . -- l f L . .. . . .. .... . . ..... :~ . 6














A T R .L .E .-- O ---.. . . . . . --
1..2 .6 .9 1.2 1. 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
0-22 1040
DATE -T"-2 72 CONTROL# Preh, 100 0  TASK HT-5Q PREPARED BY -- /
FILM 2.45 EMULSION 0 - MFG E . C0. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1-B PROCESSOR 1I INSTRUMENT T1"abPth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 28 .O 'K CHEMISTRY TYPE TD 0-20, D-MAX
TIME SEC. SPEED _ TANKS -.5 FPM APERTURE SIZE Mu/ GAMMA _
FILTER FU0 2A TEMP nF _ TIME FILTER Sa R BASE * FOG _
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICALlill ii ll Ill .0
ANALYSIS - - -
SP GR
pH
TA . -- ----- 3.4
3.2 -- -- -- -- ---- - 3.2
T~p-
K B,- 3.0









8 1.6 1.6.. -- - -- -- _-/-- t- - -- -
4 - -
S1.2 -- _----- - . 1.2
7 ... . -: =





AT R.L.E. O 0- - -=. ..
- 10 111 1ll 111111 111 l
71-21 .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
, ... ... ... .... ..... .
0-22 100 0
DATE Je 72 CONTROL ~ Ot- TASK H- PREPARED BY
FILM 244 EMULSION :MFG E.K Co. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA .PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1 - PROCESSOR. 1111 INSTRUMENT ac obeth SPEED ( )
ILLUMINANT 26 5 0 K CHEMISTRY TYPE T ;0D D-MAX7 ___
TIME SEC. SPEED _____TANKS .. FPM APERTURE SIZE 4 GAMMA._
FILTER 500 2A TEMPF TIME FILTER  :  SU,: .1 BASE FOG _-
S 3 5 7 :9. : 11 13 .15 17 19 21










2. -- -- *.--- 2.4
16 - . . _--IIZ- -
15
1 2 .2 2 ... . 7.... . .- - .t"
14
13





S1.0 - -_ -1.0
-.LOG E----
AT R.L.E. - 0
- 10 l i i ' ill illut t u 'i i . iim .H .i li' . .
-s- " .1 F , .9 . 1. 1.5 .9 ".1 0.4 9 7 3 n
.C-22 1000
DATE . JLe 7 .CONTROL. " TASK T- PREPARED BY . X
FILM 244' EMULSION I MFG E, Co. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1--3 PROCESSOR 111 INSTRUMEN'T iT:nbeth SPEED ( )
ILLUMINANT 2"5" 'K CHEMISTRY TYPE TD 20 D-MAX .- :
TIME ' _SE c. SPEED T NKS F ... FPMIAPERTURE SIZE . ._ GAMMA
FILTER 0" 2A TEMP F. TME _FILTER 3t US' BASE FOG.:
1 3 57 9 11 13 15 17 -19 21CHEMICAL
ANALYSI S
SP GR . " . . . ... .3.8
pH "3 .6
TA .-. - --
2.2
3.0 3.20. -- 7-- 3.
19 2.-6 1 ....




















"71.! ,3 t 1. .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.9 9.1 ". " A n
0-22 1 UU
DATE Qe 7I . CONTROL . Preh .1040 TASK HT-59 PREPARED BY. -2
FILM 4- EMULSION .MFG 0' co., EXPIRATION DATE -
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER j123 PROCESSOR 1411 INSTRUMENT v>acbeth ISPEED(
ILLUMINAAN T  0.2 K CHEMISTRY 
__YP.E T'D 203 - D-MAX
TIME SE. SPEED T AN.KS . 5 FPmAPERTURE SIZE M4 GAMMA
FILTER 00 2A ITEM "F TIME FILTER Vis.a1 BASE FOCI
1 3 . : 7 :'. 11 13 17 .19 21
CHEMICAL . HrI
ANALYSIS
SP GR .C - 3.8
3• .6 
- 3.6 . . .. .. . L_PH
S-.4 
- 3.4







16 ... - -- 
- --
.2
14 2.2 - - 2--..- .- 2.
TR. 2. 0 --- 
-1 2...
'': l " "" """ - -- .. .---.- ' -- - - - - - -. - --- - - -- ---- _
8 " .1.6 IZ 1 - - - - -- -. 1.6









AT R.L.E. - - -
771.3 .6 . 1.2 1.5 1. 2.1 24 2.7 3.0T71-21 "-u s GOV-_NMENT PPINLlr nFFirr. 17- 770 2q-1 '-
- C.-22 1000
DATE .Ju. -e 72 CONTROL. Pr Zeh. 10l o0  TASK HT-I59 PREPAREDBY
FILM 4 EMULSION MFG ,K. Co. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1-7i PROCESSOR 1 1 1 INSTRUMENT 2 be th. SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 280 K CHEMISTRY .: TYPE TD 20 - D-MAX :
TIME SEC. SPEED TANKS F "PM APERTURE SIZE 4 GAMMA'
FILTER 2500 " TEMP F TIME .FILTER .Sttus T BASE f FOG".__
• -- 1 3 .7 . : 9" 13 . 15 17 19 21
-. 3.8
:.--" --- : - -- : --- _ -:-_ --_ -- - 2 - I- _.- ::. --- "-:--- ---- _-- -- 2_--- , L _----- .----
SP GR
3.6------ -- --- - 3.6
TA
3.2 - -- - - 3.2
KB' .0 3.0
212.. . .-
1 I 1 .2 -- _.2184 _
16
S2.0 --- - .2 -.--- -. -... .. __ - . .. . ._.. .2.
10 1.8 1.--- .8
1 --
20 -,- - -- - 1.4-
2 ____ __ --- -- --- - ------







• .,/~~~~~~--.-"- -- __--
ABSOLUTE .2
LOG E -
AT R.L.E. - 0
- 10 .il l lill I I l li i llih il I
4m F 1e I ft , -% 7I A
C-22 1000
DATE* _.Jn•e Z2 CONTROL eh. 04 TASK HT-09 PREPARED BY -f A/
FILM 24. EMULSION M- _ . " ,.FG_ • _ , .~o EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SE SITOMETER PROCESSOR 1411 INSTRUMENT o."?beth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 280 K CHEMISTRY TYPE 2MAX _
TIME . SEC. SPEED T*_ ANdKS JFPM APERTURE SIZE 4 GAMMA
FILTER ' 22 l TEMP OF TIME " •_" IFILTER V. SUa BASE FOG*.
1 3 : 9 13 :15 ... 7 19 21
CHEMICAL







S - 2.2 - -- t --. 2.2
10 -- 1.8
9
1.2.. - - --71 - .- 1.2
S.8- - - -- ---- 8 -: --7
.6 1 -- 
-
-
- - --- -- --- 6- -- .
-




SAT R.L.E. - -- ---- -
1.0 ----- I I~--,-,__ I /-i--,---: ..-- ,- - ----------tF  --- --F- -- -, 1
.B .4
-ABSOLUTE -- I- 4-
,771 91 0 . 6 . ,9 1.2 1.5 1.5 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
0-22 1000
DATE - CONTROL re 1040 TASK 1- 0 PREPARED BY * .
FILM ?4 EMULSION# .MFG .Q~._.. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSI TOM ETER 1-. PROCESSOR 141 1 INSTRUMENT ,acjet SPEED C. )
ILLUMINANT 20 K CHEMISTRY __ __ITYPE TD 2032 50 D-MAX. '
TIME E. , ,c. SPEED T__ AN K 6 PI APERTURE SIZE. .4 f GAMMA_:
FILTER 5 00 , 2A TEMP "F TIME : FILTER SttUS M BASE FOG_





T P. 3.0 - .. -- 3.0








12 - -. __- . -- . - 2.0
r --
10 *
10 1 .---8 - - -- -- - -
S- --- ---- . --. - - __- - ----- 1.6
7
$ ..- :..l "-----F----.- _6 1.4 .. ..- - . . . .. . . . . .1.4
1. -. T _.
3 ____.
1.0 ---- --. .. 1.0
.6- .6
= : -- - --- _- _ - - - -. 6-- -: ---- ,::
ABSOLUTE .2
AT R.L.E..OI 0 17
"' ' O .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.5 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
C0-22 100
DATE ,T1u' 72 CONTROL'S "1' TASK T-59 PREPARED BY 
FILM " EMULSION 0 MFG E.K. Co. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1- I PROCESSOR 14.11 INSTRUMENT L 'neth ISPEED ( )_
ILUMINANT 2850 :KICHEMISTRY' .-- TYPE D 2 ID-MAX :
TIME. . SEc. SPEED TANKS .4 PPM APERTURE.SIZE _. GAMMA .
FILTER 0[) & 2A, TEMP 'F TIME - _ FILTER Vi; S I_ BASE FOG'_
S 3 5 . ':' 7 9 11 ' 13 17 19 21
CHEMICAL i , _ . l4!! . li! i:! III 10
ANALYSIS . - --- -:-. --- - -- -- -- - .
SP GR .....-- - . . . . . . . ....- .-- -SP GR
3. - 3.6
pH
TA.: ~ ;.. : :'-,: '., . l-_ ----- -~--:- ;!T. __- , 












S12 ---- -- -.--- - 2.0
10 1.8 -------.-- - -- -- L __ -1 1.
_-_o-t - - _ 1.a
- ...1.6. . .
4 -------.. .. .
ABSOLUTE .2 __
1.2 .2




  - - ----
-10 u n -n 2=ndi, i , i IHIlill | .ii ,
'771 o' ... ...... .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.0 2.1 2.A ' 7 3.0
0-22 1000
DATE J.I.n e 7_. CONTROL Pr 1e. 104 TASK- iT 59 PREPAREDBY
FILM 244k EMULSION 0 • 'MFG - n EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1-B PROCESSOR 1411 INSTRUMENT r.acbeth SPEED c
ILLUMINANT 2,50 K CHEMISTRY TYPE TD 20 ,1 SP EE .
TIME _ ' .__ SEc.. SPEED _ TANKS O F APERTURE SIZE 4 M GAMMA
FILTER 5 0&02A TEMP '"F TIME FILTER St .tU1.s BASE FOG"
S11 13 1 . 7 19 1
CHEMICAL 410 I I _"l
ANALYSIS• ".. : .. .. . -- - .--.--z-;--- .,
pH 3.6
TA










---------- --- --- ' --- 2 .-- --- _
-- .. - -o- - - -.
S. 1.2
3 
- ---'-- -- ...-... - .
S - - - E ~-
1 10 1 - --.- - --. 0
.6- . - - .T-ch.iloo --- 
- ...
-_ V - -.
ABSOLUTE .2 
_ 
----.LOG E -- 
.
AT R.L.E. 0 -- ------
'P71 o1i .3 .6 .9n
0-22 1000
DATE J 72:e CONTROL. 5 PrEr. .10 -  TASK HT- 9 PREPARED BY -.
FILM EMULSION " - MFG .K" Co0. EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA -PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1--3 PROCESSOR 1411 INSTRUMENT Ic :beth .sEED (. )
ILLUMINANT 22.ii. K CHEMISTRY ____._TYPE T 20 D-MAX
TIME_ SEC. SPE'ED _"__ TANKS FPM APERTURE S!ZE 4 IGAMMA _-
FILTER 2A TEMP [F .TE . ILTER . BASE FOG'
1 3 5 7 9 13 15 " 17 19 21
CHEMICAL
ANALYSIS






























AT R.L.E. O .
20 .3 .6 .9 - 1.2 1.5 1. 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0t ' '7" l -37 71 S .(,VrPV, -VT PRIC'T"' rFFiF: 7^1 "ro/I"
DATE .CONTROL 9 -re _ . 100t TASK H - PREPARED BY
FILM 244, EMULSION I .MFG E- .K. 00, EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 1--3 PROCESSOR 141 INSTRUMENT T.-:beth SPEED _
ILLUMINANT 2850 K CHE MISTRY_ TYPE TD 203 D- MA X
TIME - SEC. . SPE.ED__ . TANKS 7 FPM APERTURE SIZE . mm GAMMA_
.FILTER 5' 00 & 2A . TE MP 'F TIME " : FILTER Status t BASE FOGI
3 5 .7 -9 . 1! 13 :15 17 19 21
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3.0 __3.0






A 1.4 - .. . . . .- 2.. 2.. - ..
2.0 2.0 ,
 . . - - .,.
. . ...8 _ . .. - -
8,1.6 -.... . 1. 6
.4 -- - - - .. - - - _ _ 4
L .-2. 
-- - - - -' . .6
SAT R.L.E. 0 -- 7 .-- ..
10 ii=l.Tl7-M-- - T- .... - E .. ... . -
. / :__ --
""1.3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 . 2..1 2.4 2.7 3.071-21 L s. GOVERNMEN PRINTING OFFICE: 197-779-259/196
" ,, C-22 i00 °
DATE -. i CONTROL. n a7 "h.- 110 o TASK- 1- . PREPARED BY
FILM. EMULSION I MFG E. o. 'EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETE R 1- IPROCESSOR 1 11 INSTRUMENT P.ce btl SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 285 CHEMISTRY..- TYPE D-MAX
TIME SEC. SPEED- TANKS 7  FPM APERTURE SIZE ME. GAMMA
FILTER 5 )0 - 2 TEMP ''F TIME _ FILTER VS~U IBASE IFOG _
1 3 .5 7 9 13 15 17 .19 21
CHEMICAL I " l" " " I . .
ANA LY SI S __ . . 4.0
' -3. -SP GR "7 ' " - .. -_ ---
pH
TA 
-. 3.4A -- --- . . ... . -- _ . -  .. .. ------
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T' 1 ")I i .. . -- .6:" .9- '.2- 1.5 v "
2 - . i '' 7 -' '~ I D II . . . . . .-- -- -= - - - - ' . . .-- . . . . . . . . . . . .
C-22 1000
DATE ' 72 CONTROL d h. 10 TASK T- PREPARED BY
FILM 2 'z EMULSION -MFG E,. t EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA - DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR I411 INSTRUMENT .acbeth'.' SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2,3O K CHEMISTRY __ _______ITYPE 71D 103 D-MAX
TIME ' 'SEc. SPEED _ TANKS ~.JL.FPM APERTURE SIZE 4 MI GAMMA-
FILTER 2 TEMP 0F- TIME FILTER St t BASE FOG*_
S3 5 :7 9 - .11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICAL __ I40 - .- -- - ..... T T .--f -ANALYSIS
-- : 3, .6 - -- - '-T-- ___ _ .SP GR
' "~--' ,H . -... •' ..--.. - . . .:---t- - - .-- .t-- : :----r 3::3.6'- _ - .-pH
3.4___ _
TA
TPP 3.2 . .. 3.2
3.0KB, 3.0
21 . - ___ ----- -;.
20 -
.6 -- - -- -- __ f-- -..19 -- -
17 2.4
16 -.. -- -
2.2 - - .. - 2.2
14
13 2.0 -- -- -7- t . . T-- 2.0
12 . - - .--
-- i
61 .. ... ----.
-. 6
4 1.4
ABSOLUTE -- -.. . . .. - _- --- ------- - 1 4
LOG E- 2
10AT R.L.E.-- ...
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~ pl ~ ~"~""~~~ 10 Jill t I
